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We are the Experts
IN PRECISION PART MANUFACTURING

WHAT WE DO

CYBER SECURE

Cheetah Precision is a specialized full-service manufacturer of precision machined parts. Cheetah Precision can be your manufacturing
partner from part inception, design & prototyping, all the way through to fully scaled production runs.
We have multiple machining divisions, all under one roof, to service your needs top to bottom. Our capabilities include: 5 Axis milling, lathe
turning/milling, swiss machining, vertical and horizontal milling along with a host of secondary and post-secondary services. With our vast
in-house capabilities, we can ensure speed, efficiency and quality in producing your parts.

INDUSTRIES SERVED

EQUIPMENT

From 1-off medical and aerospace prototypes, to ultra-tight
tolerance electro-position sensing parts, to giant hydraulic
manifolds, Cheetah Precision boasts an arsenal of equipment
capable of machining the most intricate parts that virtually any
industry application may require.

Big or small, we do it all! Bring Cheetah Precision your
largest tight-tolerance parts – we feature some of the
industry’s largest table sizes. Please refer to the online
equipment list to gain an understanding of our machines.

PROTOTYPING New project? Need test parts? Cheetah Precision
offers full prototype services for all industries and applications.
We can produce initial one-off parts, advanced prototypes and
assist you in going to full production of your parts. From start to
finish, we are here to help.

MAKINO F9
The F9 large, vertical machining
center is designed to provide
power, speed, precision, and
versatility.

MILITARY/DEFENSE/AEROSPACE ITAR Registered, ISO Certified
and equipped with Cyber Secure communication. Cheetah Precision
is recognized by the US Government and is ready to service your
advanced high-tech production needs, and we are well versed in
working with exotic materials, processes, and dynamic specs.
AUTOMOTIVE From the design board to the racetracks of the world,
Cheetah manufactures precision based automotive parts.
We specialize in Electric Automobile components, powered by solar
and clean energy. See our parts on the Formula-E race circuit!!

DMG Mori DMU 50 –
5 Axis Milling Machine
Unparalleled accuracy,
productivity, and quality.

MEDICAL DEVICE COMPONENTS In this rapidly changing market,
Cheetah has a reputation for producing medical device components
for some of the biggest industry names in the world.
FLUID HANDLING/HYDRAULIC Need a large manifold, valve body
or another type of dynamic fluid handling part? We can do it! Milling,
boring, tapping, turning and drilling are all done in-house at Cheetah
Precision. And we can provide the quality testing required using our
ZEISS CMM equipment.

Kitamura
Bridgecenter
Ultra high speed and
high precision.

FOOD SERVICE Food service equipment resides in its own realm of
FDA requirements, exotic materials and specific part requirements.
For over 40 years, Cheetah Precision has been producing parts for
the food service industry’s leading companies. Let our experience
work in your favor.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Have an intricate part? Have a large part? Bring them to us –
we can make them for you, and have them inspected in our
state-of-the-art quality CMM department. We boast an
arsenal of the latest ZEISS testing equipment.

MAKINO a92
High efficiency for large
part production.
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